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Transport (including core paths) 

SG LDP TRAN 4 – New and Existing, Public Roads and Private Access 
Regimes 

This policy provides additional detail to policy LDP 11 Improving our Connectivity and 
Infrastructure of the Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan. Street design for new 
developments must consider place before movement and take into account the principles 
regarding development setting, layout and design set out in policy LDP 9 of the Local 
Development Plan. 

Acceptance of development utilising new and existing public roads, private roads and private 
access regimes is subject to road safety and street design issues being addressed and the 
following:-.  

(A) Developments shall be served by a public road1 (over which the public have right of access and
maintainable at public expense;

Except in the following circumstances:- 

(1) a new private access3 may be considered appropriate if:

(i) The new private access forms an individual private driveway serving a single user
development, which does not, in the view of the planning authority, generate unacceptable
levels of pedestrian or vehicular traffic in terms of the access regime provided; or
(ii) The private access serves a housing development not exceeding 5 dwelling houses; or
(iii) The private access serves no more than 20 units in a housing court development;

OR 

(2) further development that utilises an existing private access or private road2 will only be
accepted if:-

(i) the access is capable of commensurate improvements considered by the Roads Authority
to be appropriate to the scale and nature of the proposed new development and that takes
into account the current access issues (informed by an assessment of usage); AND the
applicant can;
(ii) Secure ownership of the private road or access to allow for commensurate
improvements to be made to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority; OR,
(iii) Demonstrate that an appropriate agreement has been concluded with the existing
owner to allow for commensurate improvements to be made to the satisfaction of the
Planning Authority.

(B) The construction standards to be applied are as follows:-

1. Public Roads:

(i) shall be constructed to a standard as specified in the Council’s Roads Development
Guide4.  This takes account of Designing Streets to create a strong sense of place related to
the development’s location i.e. in a settlement, in a rural or remote rural situation, or in a
Conservation Area. All roads submitted for adoption as a public road should form a
continuous system with the existing public roads.

(ii) in areas with a predominant system of single track roads with passing places, housing
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development of between 6 and 10 dwelling units may be accepted served by the Variable 
Standard of Adoption introduced in the Council’s Road Development Guide, in recognition of 
differing needs within more rural areas. 

(iii) which connect to or impact significantly on a Trunk Road5 will require consultation with
Transport Scotland.

1.Private Access

(i) shall be constructed to incorporate minimum standards to function safely and effectively
as set out in the Council’s Road Development Guide, in particular in relation to adequate
visibility splays, access gradients, geometry, passing places, boundary definition, turning
capacities, integrated provision for waste management and recycling.
(ii) It must be demonstrated to the Planning Authority that consideration has been given by
the applicant in the design process to the potential need to make future improvements to
the access up to and including an adoptable standard.
(iii) which connect to or impact significantly on a Trunk Road will require consultation with
Transport Scotland.

Notes 
1Public Road - roads on the Local Roads Authority’s list of public roads. This includes any new road 
(including any associated footway or verge) constructed in accordance with a Road Construction 
Consent, with public access and maintainable by the Local Roads Authority. All roads submitted for 
adoption as a public road should form a continuous system with the existing public roads. 

2Private Roads – The public have the right of passage over a private road. Responsibility for the 
maintenance of a private road rests with the owner(s).  However, the Roads Authority may, by 
notice to the frontagers, of an existing private road, require them to make the road up to, and 
maintain it at, such reasonable standard as may be specified in the notice. The Roads (Scotland) Act 
1984 requires Road Construction Consent for new private roads, which means they now require to 
be built to an adoptable standard. 

3Private access - private accesses are controlled (maintained) by the owner(s) and there is no public 
right of passage. These do not require a Road Construction Consent as there is no right of public 
access. The Roads Authority cannot make a notice to require a private access to be made up or 
maintained. 

4The Council’s Roads Development Guide is being reviewed in light of the emergence of the SCOTS 
National Roads Development Guide (NRDG). Local variations to the NRDG are currently being 
prepared, which will include a variable standard for adoption for developments of 6-10 dwelling 
units (inclusive) in areas with a predominant system of single track roads with passing places, where 
the Roads Authority consider the variable standard is appropriate. Both the NRDG and the emerging 
Argyll and Bute Local Roads Development Guide seek to support the Scottish Government policy 
Designing Streets.  

5Trunk Road – a strategic road which is managed and maintained by Transport Scotland, on behalf of 
the Scottish Ministers. 

Explanation of policy objectives 
This policy aims to provide additional detail to policy LDP 11 Improving our Connectivity and 
Infrastructure of the Argyll and Bute Adopted Local Development Plan.  It provides a planned 
approach to street design to deliver an improved quality of place-making for new developments. SG 
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LDP TRAN 4 refers to standards appropriate for Road Construction Consent.  These can be found in 
the Council’s Roads Development Guide.  

The primary objective is the safety of all road users including pedestrian, cycle and motorised 
vehicles, achieved within a well-designed street environment. 

Development and Public Roads 
The Local Roads Authority holds a list of public roads that require to be constructed to a set 
standard, are maintained by the Roads Authority and have a public right of access. These are also 
known as Adopted Roads. The Local Roads Authority may be requested to adopt, i.e. add to its list of 
public roads, any new road (including any associated footway or verge) constructed in accordance 
with a Road Construction Consent. All roads submitted for adoption as a public road should form a 
continuous system with the existing public roads. The aim is to have roads developed to an 
appropriate standard that are publically accessible and have a maintenance regime regulated by the 
Roads Authority. Therefore, within most developments it is appropriate for road construction 
standards to be applied and the roads to be adopted.  

That said, in some limited circumstances, particularly in the more rural areas of Argyll and Bute, it is 
considered appropriate to introduce a variable standard for adoption to reflect the scale, nature and 
differing design requirements of development in these circumstances. This would apply to roads 
serving developments of 6-10 dwelling units (inclusive) in areas with a predominant system of single 
track roads with passing places, where the Roads Authority consider the variable standard is 
appropriate. This approach may also bring benefits to applicants, by helping to reduce initial 
development costs and to the environment, by allowing a more rural design solution. This could 
include removal of the requirement for pavements, lighting and a variation in the construction 
specification.  

Development and Private Access/Private Roads 
It may also be appropriate to limit public access and/or vary construction standards by allowing the 
construction of a private access in the circumstances set out in the policy SG LDP TRAN 4, sections 
A1 and A2. 

When assessing the circumstances when it may be appropriate to accept a development being 
served by a private access or an existing private road consideration needs to be given to the 
integration of place-making and technical matters to produce a safe, well designed street 
environment. A number of principles guide these considerations including: 

a) Private accesses should not result in significant barriers to and discontinuity of public access
across settlements or between settlements, countryside and coast.

b) Private accesses and private roads should be fit for purpose and become less appropriate in
urban areas and in circumstances when serving development that generates substantial levels of
pedestrian and /or vehicular traffic, particularly by visiting members of the public.

c) Private accesses and private roads are more appropriate for smaller scale developments in rural
areas.

d) Private accesses and private roads should facilitate effective and safe access by emergency
service vehicles (3.7m width from wall to wall) and where appropriate, by public service vehicles
and include a turning area.

e) Private accesses and private roads where they join the public road network should provide for
an adequate visibility splay to be maintained in perpetuity and be constructed in such a manner
to not cause undue safety issues.

f) Private accesses provision should be designed in such a manner to allow for continuous
improvement in the interests of sustainable development.
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In applying the above principles to the variety of locations and circumstances found in Argyll and 
Bute, distinction should be made between housing, commercial and other non-housing 
development.   

Commensurate Improvements 
In situations where development aims to utilise an existing private access or private roads regime an 
informed assessment requires to be made. This needs to examine the access issues related to the 
proposed additional development and the current situation on the private access or private road, 
including any capacity for improvement. The assessment requires to be an integral part of the design 
stage. These factors will be used to determine the level of commensurate improvement required. 
Designing in future improvement capacity will promote a planned approach to street design, 
delivering an improved quality of place-making for new developments in the more rural areas rather 
than an incremental approach with its inherent issues. 

The commensurate improvements that are required will be determined by the Roads Authority on a 
sliding scale related to the individual circumstances but taking a range of factors into account 
including :- existing access conditions, scale and nature of the proposed development and scale and 
nature of existing development. The Council Roads Development Guides will be applied. 

The above factors have been taken into account in SG LDP TRAN 4. 

This SG conforms to: 
• SPP
• PAN 75 (Transport and Planning).
• LDP Key Objectives F, G and H.
• LDP 11 Improving our Connectivity and Infrastructure
• LDP 9 Development Setting, Layout and Design

Background information 
• Designing Streets http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/307126/0096540.pdf
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